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FEATURES & SPECS

FEATURES

Projects bright crossing horizontal and vertical lines; 2 bright, self leveling beams provide accurate plumb point transfer

Projects down beam with raised clearance; provides dot visibility and alignment for wall track layout

Integrated magnetic pivoting base with ¼" thread front and rear mounted magnets allow flush attachment to metal track
and steel

Full-time pulse mode allows use with detector; maintains full brightness for visibility

Locking pendulum to help prevent damage to internal components

Rollover image to zoom

  

The DW0822 Self-Leveling Cross Line and Plumb Spots feature an integrated magnetic pivoting base with quarter-inch
thread front and rear mounted magnets allowing flush attachment to metal track and steel.
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Durable design over-molded housing and IP54 water/debris resistance
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SIMILAR SIMILAR ACCESSORIES

 

Xyz123

Broken shaft othrwise good tool
The saw is great. Performs as expected. The main reciprocating shaft that connects to
the blade holder broke after less than 5 hours of total use over 10 months time.
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LASER TARGET CARD
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However, local DeWalt service center was able to replace the shaft, under warranty, and
while I waited for it. Great service! Questionable longevity however.

PROS:
A lot of power, easy blade change, multiple blade positions, excellent response from
Dewalt service center

CONS:
main reciprocating shatf broke after less than 5 hours/10 months


